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Reation Models for the Spontaneous Emergene of Homohirality
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∗
Nordita, Stokholm, Sweden
The question of the onset of the homohirality on prebioti
Earth still remains a fundamental question in the quest for
the origin of life.
1
Reent works in this eld introdue the
onept of reyling,
24
rather than the traditional open-ow
system desribed by Frank.
5
This approah has been ritiized
by Blakmond et al.
6
They laimed that suh systems are
thermodynamially impossible, exept in the ases where non-
miroreversible reations are introdued, like in photohemial
reations, or under the inuene of physial ations (e.g. by
rystal rushing
7
). This point of view reveals misunderstandings
about this model of a reyled system, overlooks the possibility
of energy exhanges that ould take plae in prebioti systems,
and leads the authors to unawarely remove the ativation
reation and energy soure from their non-equilibrium models.
It is espeially important to understand what are the onepts
behind the notion of reyled systems, and of ativation rea-
tions. These points are fundamental to omprehending how
hemial systems  and espeially prebioti hemial systems
 an be maintained in non-equilibrium steady states, and how
free energy an be used and exhanged between systems. The
proposed approah aims at the deomposition of the problem,
avoiding to embrae the whole system at the same time.
In an open ow system, the dierene in hemial potential
of the studied ompounds is maintained by ontinuous input
and output ows of these ompounds (Fig. 1.A). In a reyled
system, some low potential ompounds are ativated bak into
high potential ompounds by an external proess (Fig. 1.B). If
this reyling results in maintaining the studied ompounds in
a losed system, it must also be oupled to the onsumption of
free energy, i.e. the ontinuous onsumption of fuel external
ompounds and disposal of waste ompounds. Reyled sys-
tems are not  and have never laimed to be  stritly losed.
In the ase of the Ativation/Polymerization/Epimerization/
Depolymerization system (APED),
3,4
the theoretial model an
be mathematially redued to a losed system of amino aid
residues, by impliiting the soures of energy in the kineti
parameters. But when referring to the hemial ounterpart
of the theoretial reations, it is learly stated that this system
is linked to the onsumption of additional reatants.
8
The proess of reyling aims at maintaining a dierene in
hemial potentials inside the system. In the ase desribed
in Fig. 1.B, the reation is spontaneous from A to B and
from B to C, and thus from A to C. As a onsequene,
foring the reation from low potential ompounds (C) to high
potential ompounds (A) requires an ative proess, linked to
the onsumption of energy. In the ase of hemial energy,
this means that external ompounds of high hemial potential
(X) are onsumed, and low hemial potential ompounds (Y )
are being disposed of. As no A, B or C are never entering
nor leaving the system, these three ompounds being only
interonverted from one to another, the {A,B,C} system an
∗
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Figure 1: Shemati representation of open-ow and reyled
systems. A: a, input ow of ompound A; b, spontaneous
transformation from A to C through B; , output ow of om-
pound C. B: spontaneous transformation from A to C through
B; b, ativated transformation of C into A; , spontaneous
transformation of X into Y , oupled to the transformation b.
be onsidered as losed, and the sum of the onentrations
[A] + [B] + [C] is stritly onstant. However, it is oupled by
a reation A + X ⇌ B + Y to the external system {X, Y },
that is opened so that the dierene in hemial potentials
is maintained between these two ompounds. An ativation
reation does not onsist in a simple spontaneous reation,
but rather represents a non-spontaneous reation that is made
feasible thanks to the oupling with another reation, that is
spontaneous with a larger dierene in hemial potential. It is
thus possible to obtain a transfer of free energy, that fores the
ativated reation from stable ompounds to unstable ones, as
in many endergoni biohemial reations oupled for example
to ATP hydrolysis.
In that sope, the assumption that the system is reyled
omes from deomposing the whole system into several inter-
onneted subsystems, rather than just stating that the system
is globally open, i.e. that some matter is exhanged with
the surroundings (Fig. 2.A), or globally losed, i.e. that the
system only exhanges energy but not matter (Fig. 2.B). The
reyled system is desribed as losed for some given internal
ompounds (internal system), but linked to the onsumption
of ompounds from a reservoir (external system), matter
ow being established as a link between these two systems.
The mehanisms that maintains the state of the reservoir are
impliit, relying on other proesses that are not related to
the internal proesses of the reyled system (Fig. 2.C). The
environment is desribed as a blak-box, that is maintained in a
non-equilibrium state by impliit external fators. The reyled
system is just plugged to this environment ating as a reservoir
of free energy. The reservoir system does not need the reyled
system to exist, as it is maintained anyway by external soures.
But the reyled system relies on the presene of the reservoir,
to be maintained in an ative state. The reservoir preexists,
as an initial requirement to the possibility for a more omplex
non-equilibrium system to be established.
The reyled system is marosopially irreversible, even
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Figure 2: Representation of the deomposition of non-
equilibrium systems into subsystems, emphasizing the dierent
exhanges between subsystems and the surrounding.
if omposed of miroreversible reations. The origin of this
irreversibility is simply the transfer of free energy, and namely
hemial free energy, generating unidiretional yles of rea-
tion. For example, a reation A
k1
⇋
k−1
B an be ativated,
linked to the transformation of X and Y ompounds through
the reation A + X
ka
⇋
k−a
B + Y . The ativated reation is
mathematially equivalent to a A
k′
1
⇋
k′
−1
B reation with apparent
kineti rates k′1 = kax and k
′
−1 = k−ay, x and y being main-
tained in non-equilibrium onentration in the reservoir system.
The sole intrinsi kineti onstants follow the thermodynami
relationship (
k1
k−1
= K1), while the apparent kineti onstant
do not (
k′
1
k′
−1
= Ka
x
y
), as they are funtion of the onentrations
of X and Y . The ondition
k′
1
k′
−1
= K1 will be only obtained in
the ase whereX and Y would be at equilibrium onentrations.
It is thus possible to write reations whose kineti parameters
do not orrespond to thermodynami parameters, as long as
it is kept in mind that this is hiding a soure of energy and
the possible impliit onsumption of external ompounds. The
reation an of ourse also be diretly ativated in one spei
diretion by a photohemial reation.
9
In the ase of the APED system,
3
the ativation reation is
based on the transformation of non-ativated amino aid L (or
D) into an ativated form noted L∗ (or D∗) by a reation L→
L∗. As previously stated, this theoretial ativation reation
an represent the transformation of an amino aid into its N-
arboxyanhydride form (NCA), whih is an ativated reation
that relies on the onsumption of reative ompounds,
4,1012
and
is in no ase a thermal ativation as stated by Blakmond et
al .
6
The global formula is L+ X
ka
⇋
k−a
L∗ + Y . The ompound
X orresponds to a high potential ompound, and Y to a low
potential ompounds,
13
so that the reation onstant Ka is
somewhat larger than one. Moreover, the moleules X and
Y are maintained onstant, so that the reation omes down
to the rst order reation L ⇌ L∗ of apparent kineti rates
a = ka[X] and a− = k−a[Y ]. The relationship with the
thermodynami onstant is
a
a−
= Ka
[X]
[Y ]
. In order to guarantee
a ≫ a−, it is thus suient to guarantee both Ka ≫ 1 (i.e.
X is a reative ompound while Y is a stable ompound) and
[X] ≫ [Y ] (i.e. the system is ontinuously fed with X while Y
is dissipated). The spontaneous deativation is also taken into
aount, but does not orrespond to the miroreversible inverse
of the ativation reation. This proess is the simple hydrolysis
of the NCA bak to the amino aid, releasing arbon dioxide:
L∗+H2O
kb
⇋
k
−b
L+CO2. The apparent kineti rate of the reation
L∗ ⇌ L are b = kb and b− = k−b[CO2]. In aordane with the
well known reativity of NCAs,
10
the reation of deativation
is totally displaed toward the formation of amino aid, i.e.
kb ≫ k−b, so that b≫ b−.
The model previously desribed
3,4
is thus a orret approx-
imation, as both a ≫ a− and b ≫ b−. The ratio between
a and b is also not xed, depending on [X], here again high
onentrations of X favoring the ativation reation. Moreover,
the spontaneous hydrolysis of NCA is slow relatively to other
reations in appropriate onditions.
14
In the model desribed
by Blakmond et al.,
6
the miroreversible reation of both
ativation and deativation reations should have been added, as
explained above, but they artiially onsidering that the ati-
vation is the miroreversible reverse reation of the deativation
reation. They should also have taken into aount the fat
that energeti ompounds are onsumed during the ativation
reation, but they onfused intrinsi kineti rates with apparent
kineti rates, leading to remove the ativating ompounds from
the system. They thus atually removed the ativation reation.
There is thus no surprise that the system fails to evolve towards
a non-raemi steady state in absene of soure of energy. The
system does not in any way desribe the full APED model.
Maintaining a non-equilibrium hemial system in a non-
raemi steady-state relies on maintaining unidiretional yles
of reation by onsuming free energy. The desription of suh
hemial yles were introdued very early in the origin of life
theory by Gánti
15
and Eigen.
16
They are fundamental for the
self-organization of matter, as they an indue network auto-
atalyti properties. The onsumption of energy implies that
reations are not detailed balaned: they are proeeding faster
in one diretion than in the other, even taking into aount
the miroreversibility, driven by the dierenes in hemial
potentials. It is important to distinguish the mehanism of the
deraemization proess from the energeti soure allowing this
proess to operate. While this distintion is not done in the
traditional approah,
5
it appears that the open ow system is
the soure of energy, and the reyled system is responsible
for the network autoatalysis. The purpose of the previous
artiles
3,4
was to fous on the autoatalyti mehanism itself,
and to understand how it works. The fat that energy an
ow inside the system was already a known fat, addressed in
the study of the potential ativation of amino aid into NCAs
in prebioti onditions,
11,12
and was thus let as impliit in the
equations (but not in the disussions). The last point is now to
understand how the free energy is distributed and used inside
the system. This point will be addressed in details in a future
publiation.
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